Muscular. Luxurious. All Truck.

Introducing Callaway’s latest “powerfully engineered” pickup truck: the mid-sized Callaway Canyon SC410*. Equipped with Callaway’s intercooled, TVS1740-based supercharger, high-flow intake and exhaust systems, and precise electronic powertrain management calibration, Callaway Canyons deliver significant increases in horsepower and torque. That means improved acceleration, towing and hauling. Plus, Callaway’s inlet air path bypasses the supercharger’s compressor section during idle, deceleration and cruising to minimize engine load and maximize fuel economy.

Sold, serviced and financed by your local GMC dealer, Callaway Canyons are ready for your purchase now. All trim levels, including top-of-the-line Denali, are offered. These limited production pickups come with an array of Callaway standard equipment. Plus, several Callaway options are offered to further customize your truck.

All Callaway Canyons are constructed to stringent engineering specifications by expert technicians in our Connecticut and California factories.

With flawless drivability and bulletproof durability, Callaway’s 3 Year/36,000 Mile Limited Warranty overlaps the factory GM warranties, providing the most comprehensive coverage of any aftermarket manufacturer.

Callaway Canyon SC410
Supercharged 410 bhp / 400 lb-ft torque (SAE)*

- Callaway TVS1740 Supercharger System, Intercooled
- Callaway Dual Pass Intercooler System
- Callaway High Flow Intake System
- Callaway Sport Exhaust System
- Callaway Electronic Engine Management Programming
- Callaway All-Weather Floor Mats
- Callaway Exterior and Interior Badging
- Callaway Underhood Build Plaque with Vehicle Identification Number
- Callaway Key Fobs & Authenticity Documentation Package
- Callaway 3 Year / 36,000 Mile Limited Warranty

See www.callawaycars.com for more information.

* Net horsepower and torque ratings are published pending final vehicle validation.